
Content Guidelines & Specifications for individuals 
submitting to STORYBOX 

Screen Dimension: 672 x 672 px
Video Codec: h264 / .mp4 / .mov
Still images: .jpg   .png   .gif

Please use above image as a guide 

for designing type. Ensure there is a 

safety margin between type and the 

outer edge of the screen. ‘Watermark 

position’ refers to the STORYBOX logo. 

(These positions are interchangable)



Moving image: h264  .mp4  .mov 

Frame rate:   @25fps

Stills:     .jpg   .png   .gif

Media delivery size is square format at 672px x 672px. 
We can crop existing media to this format if necessary. 

All files to be clearly named as follows:

Moving image: Author/Org_StoryName_Duration

Stills: Author/Org_ImageTitle

If you require content to be played at a specific time of day please include in title

Eg:     Moving image: Author_StoryName_Duration-30secAM

Content to be delivered one week prior to publication

No product or media advertising 

No audio: please use captions for piece to camera (PTC) or narration

NOTE: Audio is available for content shown on the Storybox.co website. Occasional 
special events will incorporate audio elements with the physical Storybox. In these 
cases audio will be delivered via internal speakers, or silent disco headsets, or similar. 
So you can send us an audio-visual version as an alternate option for web/social or 
special events 

Time of day: Consider time of day opportunities. Shorter pieces for commute times, 
longer for lunch time and/or evening when dwell times are longer.

Font style: STORYBOX titles will be added to all content. Font styles can be chosen by 
contribitor. 

Font sizes: Refer to the information on the previous page when designing captions 
and titles. 

Logos: Watermark. Bottom left

Contributor credits (where applicable): Bottom left

STORYBOX Logo appears as watermark  - can be either bottom right or top right
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Storybox Specifications

Examples of crediting styles: With organisational 
logo and own font style; or individual credits on 
bottom left. 
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Storybox Specifications
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Content Licence INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR CONTENT AT THE 
FOLLOWING LINK (INCLUDES T&CS)

CREATIVES CONTRIBUTOR FORM 

We pay honorary fees for all content we publish that is submitted by an independent 
creative.  

We pay: $100 + GST per item; items selected as a ‘Fortnightly Feature’ are awarded a 
$300 +GST  payment fee. 

Licence / Screening 
Fees 

(SYDNEY SUBMISSIONS) 

https://form.jotform.com/Storyboxco/storybox-sydney-contributor-release



